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(57) Provided is a method of establishing a session
for communication with a local network in a wireless com-
munication system, the method including obtaining a re-
quest for using an integrated mode in which a user plane
entity of a base station uses an integrated user plane
entity that performs an operation of a user plane function
(UPF) together, when a session between a local network
and a user equipment (UE) is established, determining
based on user information of the UE whether to accept
use of an integrated mode, selecting the integrated user
plane entity as a user plane entity in which the session
is to be established, based on a result of the determining,
and transmitting a session establishment request to the
selected integrated user plane entity.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method, an
apparatus, and a system for establishing a session, and
more particularly, to a method of establishing a session
for communication with a local network.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] To meet the soaring demand with respect to
wireless data traffic because of the commercialization of
4th-generation (4G) communication systems, efforts
have been made to develop improved communication
systems. To achieve higher data transmission rates, im-
plementation of developing communication systems in
ultra-high frequency bands millimeter wave (mmWave),
such as, e.g., 60 GHz, is being considered. In the im-
proved communication systems, beamforming, massive
multi-input multi-output (MIMO), full dimensional MIMO
(FD-MIMO), array antenna, analog beamforming, and
large-scale antenna technologies have been discussed
as ways of alleviating propagation path loss and increas-
ing propagation distances in ultra-high frequency bands.
For communication system network improvement, in 5G
communication systems, technologies such as evolved
small cell, advanced small cell, cloud radio access net-
work (RAN), ultra-dense network, device to device (D2D)
communication, wireless backhaul, moving network, co-
operative communication, coordinated multi-points
(CoMPs), and interference cancellation have been de-
veloped. Also, for 5G systems, other technologies have
been developed, such as, hybrid frequency-shift keying
(FSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) mod-
ulation (FQAM) and sliding window superposition coding
(SWSC), which are advanced coding modulation (ACM)
schemes, and filter bank multi carrier (FBMC), non-or-
thogonal multiple access (NOMA), and sparse code mul-
tiple access (SCMA), which are advanced access
schemes.
[0003] Moreover, in recently developed 4G communi-
cation systems and 5G communication systems (beyond
4G systems and pre-5G systems), a fixed wireless ac-
cess (FWA) service replacing an existing wired period
with a wireless period is prepared to be provided. The
FWA may optimize performance while simplifying a role
of a core network, for a customer premises equipment
(CPE) that is a user equipment with low mobility.
[0004] That is, to process explosively increasing data,
new techniques for achieving higher communication ef-
ficiency have been introduced for a radio access network
and a core network.
[0005] As wireless communication systems have be-
come able to provide more varied services with the in-
troduction of the foregoing techniques, ways of smoothly
providing such services are required.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0006] The present disclosure provides a method of
efficiently establishing a communication session with a
local network.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0007] The present disclosure provides a method of
establishing a communication session with a local net-
work in a wireless communication system.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF DISCLOSURE

[0008] The present disclosure may efficiently establish
a communication session with a local network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a diagram for describing a structure of a
communication system according to some embodi-
ments.
FIG. 2 illustrates architecture of a radio access net-
work (RAN) and an evolved packet core (EPC) in a
Long Term Evolution (LTE) communication system,
according to some embodiments.
FIG. 3 illustrates architecture of a RAN and a core
network (CN) of a 5th-generation (5G) communica-
tion system, according to some embodiments.
FIG. 4 illustrates a system for describing a method
of establishing a session through a user plane func-
tion (UPF), according to some embodiments.
FIG. 5 illustrates a system for describing a method
of establishing a session with a local network through
an integrated user plane entity, according to some
embodiments.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method of establishing a
session with a local network of a session manage-
ment function (SMF), according to some embodi-
ments.
FIG. 7 is a detailed flowchart of a method of estab-
lishing a session with a local network of an SMF,
according to some embodiments.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method of establishing a
session with a local network of a base station, ac-
cording to some embodiments.
FIG. 9 is a detailed flowchart of a method of estab-
lishing a session with a local network of a base sta-
tion, according to some embodiments.
FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate flows for describing a
method of establishing a session with a local network
by using an integrated user plane entity, according
to some embodiments.
FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an entity included in a
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wireless communication system, according to some
embodiments.

BEST MODE

[0010] According to some embodiments, a method of
establishing a session for communication with a local net-
work in a wireless communication system includes ob-
taining a request for using an integrated mode in which
a user plane entity of a base station uses an integrated
user plane entity that performs an operation of a user
plane function (UPF) together, when a session between
a local network and a user equipment (UE) is established,
determining, based on user information of the UE, wheth-
er to accept use of an integrated mode, selecting the
integrated user plane entity as a user plane entity in which
the session is to be established, based on a result of the
determining, and transmitting a session establishment
request to the selected integrated user plane entity.
[0011] The request for using the integrated mode may
include at least one of identification information of the
integrated user plane entity or a session establishment
request between the local network and the UE.
[0012] The obtaining of the request for using the inte-
grated mode may include receiving the request for using
the integrated mode from an access management func-
tion (AMF) having received the request for using the in-
tegrated mode from the base station.
[0013] The method may further include receiving re-
source allocation information regarding the established
session from the integrated user plane entity.
[0014] The transmitting of the session establishment
request to the selected integrated user plane entity may
include providing the resource allocation information to
the AMF, upon receiving the resource allocation informa-
tion from the integrated user plane entity.
[0015] The selecting of the integrated user plane entity
may include selecting the integrated user plane entity
based on at least one of a name of the local network, the
identification information of the integrated user plane en-
tity, or a tracking area (TA) of the UE.
[0016] According to some embodiments, there is pro-
vided a computer-readable recording medium having re-
corded thereon a program for executing the method on
a computer.
[0017] According to some embodiments, a method of
establishing a session for communication with a local net-
work in a wireless communication system includes re-
ceiving a session establishment request for communica-
tion with a local network from a UE, determining based
on the session establishment request whether a user
plane entity of a base station is an integrated user plane
entity that performs an operation of a UPF together, trans-
mitting a request for using an integrated mode in which
the integrated user plane entity is used, to an AMF, based
on the determining, when the session is established, and
establishing the session for communication with the local
network through the integrated user plane entity deter-

mined according to selection of a session management
function (SMF) having received the request for using the
integrated mode, from the AMF.
[0018] The request for using the integrated mode may
include at least one of identification information of the
integrated user plane entity or a session establishment
request between the local network and the UE.
[0019] The method may further include generating a
radio bearer in a module of the integrated user plane
entity in which the session is established, the radio bearer
transmitting and receiving the session for communication
between the UE and the local network.
[0020] The method may further include transmitting re-
source allocation information regarding the established
session to the SMF.
[0021] According to some embodiments, there is pro-
vided a computer-readable recording medium having re-
corded thereon a program for executing the method on
a computer.
[0022] According to some embodiments, an SMF for
establishing a session for communication with a local net-
work in a wireless communication system includes a
transceiver configured to obtain a request for using an
integrated mode in which a user plane entity of a base
station uses an integrated user plane entity that performs
an operation of a UPF together, when a session between
a local network and a UE is established, and to transmit
a session establishment request to a selected integrated
user plane entity, and a processor configured to deter-
mine whether to accept use of the integrated mode,
based on user information of the UE, and to select the
integrated user plane entity as a user plane entity in which
the session is to be established, based on a result of the
determining.
[0023] The request for using the integrated mode may
include at least one of identification information of the
integrated user plane entity or a session establishment
request between the local network and the UE.
[0024] The transceiver may be further configured to
receive the request for using the integrated mode from
an AMF having received the request for using the inte-
grated mode from the base station.
[0025] The transceiver may be further configured to
receive resource allocation information regarding the es-
tablished session from the integrated user plane entity.
[0026] The transceiver may be further configured to
provide the resource allocation information to the AMF,
upon receipt of the resource allocation information from
the integrated user plane entity.
[0027] The processor may be further configured to se-
lect the integrated user plane entity based on at least one
of a name of the local network, the identification informa-
tion of the integrated user plane entity, or a tracking area
(TA) of the UE.
[0028] According to some embodiments, a base sta-
tion for establishing a session for communication with a
local network in a wireless communication system in-
cludes a transceiver configured to receive a session es-
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tablishment request for communication with a local net-
work from a UE and to transmit a request for using an
integrated mode in which an integrated user plane entity
is used, to an AMF, when the session is established, and
a processor configured to determine based on the ses-
sion establishment request whether a user plane entity
of a base station is an integrated user plane entity that
performs an operation of a UPF together, and to establish
the session for communication with the local network
through the integrated user plane entity determined ac-
cording to selection of a SMF having received the request
for using the integrated mode from the AMF.
[0029] The request for using the integrated mode may
include at least one of identification information of the
integrated user plane entity or a session establishment
request between the local network and the UE.
[0030] The processor may be further configured to
generate a radio bearer in a module of the integrated
user plane entity in which the session is established, the
radio bearer transmitting and receiving the session for
communication between the UE and the local network.

MODE OF DISCLOSURE

[0031] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclo-
sure will be disclosed with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0032] When embodiments of the present disclosure
are described, technical matters that are well known in
a technical field of the present disclosure and are not
directly related to the present disclosure will not be de-
scribed. By omitting an unnecessary description, the sub-
ject matter of the disclosure will be more clearly described
without being obscured.
[0033] For the same reason, some elements will be
exaggerated, omitted, or simplified in the attached draw-
ings. The size of each element does not entirely reflect
the actual size of the element. In each drawing, an iden-
tical or corresponding element will be referred to as an
identical reference numeral.
[0034] Advantages and features of the present disclo-
sure and a method for achieving them will be apparent
with reference to embodiments described below together
with the attached drawings. However, the present disclo-
sure is not limited to the disclosed embodiments, but may
be implemented in various manners, and the embodi-
ments are provided to complete the disclosure of the
present disclosure and to allow those of ordinary skill in
the art to understand the scope of the present disclosure.
The present disclosure is defined by the category of the
claims. Throughout the specification, an identical refer-
ence numeral will indicate an identical element.
[0035] It will be understood that each block of the flow-
chart and/or block diagram illustrations, and combina-
tions of blocks in the flowchart and/or block diagram il-
lustrations, may be implemented by computer program
instructions. These computer program instructions may
also be stored in a general-purpose computer, a special-

purpose computer, or a processor of other programmable
data processing devices, such that the instructions im-
plemented by the computer or the processor of the pro-
grammable data processing device produce a means for
performing functions specified in the flowchart and/or
block diagram block or blocks. These computer program
instructions may also be stored in a computer usable or
computer-readable memory that may direct a computer
or other programmable data processing apparatus to
function in a particular manner, such that the instructions
stored in the computer usable or computer-readable
memory produce an article of manufacture including in-
structions that implement the function specified in the
flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. The com-
puter program instructions may also be loaded onto a
computer or other programmable data processing appa-
ratus to cause a series of operational steps to be per-
formed on the computer or other programmable appara-
tus to produce a computer implemented process, such
that the instructions that execute the computer or other
programmable apparatus may provide steps for imple-
menting the functions specified in the flowchart and/or
block diagram block or blocks.
[0036] In addition, each block represents a module,
segment, or portion of code, which includes one or more
executable instructions for implementing the specified
logical function(s). It should also be noted that in other
implementations, the function(s) noted in the blocks may
occur out of the order indicated. For example, two blocks
shown in succession may, in fact, be executed substan-
tially concurrently or the blocks may sometimes be exe-
cuted in the reverse order, depending on the functionality
involved.
[0037] The term ’-unit’ used herein refers to software
or a hardware element such as a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA), an application specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC), etc., and ’-unit’ plays specific roles. However,
the meaning of ’-unit’ is not limited to software or hard-
ware. ’-unit’ may advantageously be configured to reside
on the addressable storage medium and configured to
reproduce one or more processors. Thus, a unit may in-
clude, by way of example, components, such as software
components, object-oriented software components,
class components and task components, processes,
functions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments
of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables. The functionality provided for in the components
and ’∼unit(s)’ may be combined into fewer components
and ’∼unit(s)’ or further separated into additional compo-
nents and ’∼unit(s)’. In addition, components and
’∼unit(s)’ may be implemented to execute one or more
CPUs in a device or a secure multimedia card. In the
embodiments, ’-unit’ may include one or more proces-
sors.
[0038] As used in the following description, a term for
identifying an access node, terms referring to network
entities, terms referring to messages, a term referring to
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an interface between network objects, and terms refer-
ring to various identification information are illustrated for
convenience of explanation. Therefore, the disclosure is
not limited by the following terms, and other terms indi-
cating targets having equivalent technical meanings may
be used.
[0039] Hereinbelow, for convenience of a description,
the present disclosure employs terms and names defined
in the 3rd-Generation Partnership Project Long Term Ev-
olution (3GPP LTE) standards or terms and names
changed based on them. However, the present disclo-
sure is not limited by such terms and names, and may
be equally applied to systems complying with other
standards.
[0040] Throughout the specification, a user terminal
may refer to a user equipment (UE). The UE may include
a personal computer (PC), a cellular phone, a smart
phone, a television (TV), a tablet, a laptop, a personal
digital assistant (PDA), a portable multimedia player
(PMP), a navigation system, an MP3 player, a digital
camera, a black box, a vehicle-mounted device, a module
included in a vehicle-mounted device, a vehicle, etc.
However, the UE is not limited to the foregoing examples,
and may include various devices.
[0041] Throughout the specification, a session may re-
fer to a flow of data generated by coupling between wire-
less communication devices capable of exchanging data.
That is, the session may mean logical connection for
communication between devices in a network environ-
ment and will not be described in detail because of ob-
viousness to those of ordinary skill in the art.
[0042] Throughout the specification, an entity may re-
fer to a component in a system or a program. The entity
may have the same meaning as a component, an ele-
ment, an entity, and a subject, and may be used for the
same meaning as a function when it is identified by a
function. For example, in a communication system, an
entity may mean a component that performs a specific
function in a network, such as a gateway, a mobility man-
agement entity (MME), an access management function
(AMF), etc. Needless to say, the disclosure is not limited
to the example.
[0043] Throughout the specification, a user plane en-
tity (UPF) may refer to a component that delivers and
processes user data (e.g., a packet a flow, traffic, etc.)
in a network, and may include, but not limited to, for ex-
ample, a user plane gateway (GW UP or GW-U), a user
plane function (UPF), and a user plane entity of a base
station (a radio access network (RAN)-user plane (UP)).
[0044] Throughout the specification, a control plane
entity (CPF) may refer to a component that delivers and
processes control data (e.g., a packet a flow, traffic, etc.)
in a network, and may include, but not limited to, for ex-
ample, a control plane gateway (GW CP or GW-C), a
session management function (SMF), and a control plane
entity of a base station (a RAN-control plane (CP)).
[0045] Throughout the specification, an integrated us-
er plane entity may refer to an entity in which a user plane

entity of a RAN such as a base station and a user plane
entity of a core network (CN) such as a UPF are integrat-
ed. The integration may mean, but not limited to, that one
entity includes two or more entities, one entity performs
operations of two or more entities, or one entity includes
components of two or more entities.
[0046] Throughout the specification, a local network
may refer to a network including a local server. For ex-
ample, the local network may mean a server for a local
service provided by a communication service provider or
a server for a local service provided by a communication
service provider. Needless to say, the disclosure is not
limited to the example. According to some embodiments,
the local network may mean a network or a server capa-
ble of transmitting and receiving data without passing
through an entity of a CN, and a central network may
mean a network or a server capable of transmitting and
receiving data through an entity of a CN.
[0047] Throughout the specification, traffic may refer
to data to be transmitted and received. According to some
embodiments, the data to be transmitted and received
may have a packet form. Needless to say, the disclosure
is not limited to the example.
[0048] FIG. 1 is a diagram for describing a structure of
a communication system according to some embodi-
ments.
[0049] FIG. 1 illustrates a structure of two communica-
tion systems including Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
5th-Generation (5G) communication systems. Referring
to FIG. 1, a user equipment (UE) 101 may use both an
LTE communication scheme and a 5G communication
scheme. When the UE 101 uses the LTE communication
scheme, the UE 101 may be connected with an LTE base
station, an evolved NodeB (eNodeB) 102 that may be
connected with a CN of an LTE communication system,
an evolved packet core (EPC).
[0050] When the UE 101 uses a next-generation mo-
bile communication scheme, a new radio (NR) commu-
nication scheme, the UE 101 may be connected with a
next-generation base station, a gNodeB 103 that may be
connected with a CN of an NR communication system,
a 5G Core. The NR system may also be called as a 5G
system, and hereinbelow, 5G and NR may be used in-
terchangeably.
[0051] While it is illustrated in FIG. 1 that the LTE com-
munication system and the NR communication system
exist separately, this illustration is merely an example for
convenience of a description, and it would be obvious to
those of ordinary skill in the art that the NR communica-
tion system and the LTE communication system may in-
terwork with each other. According to some embodi-
ments, the UE may use the NR communication system
and the LTE communication system together, and the
UE may use the NR communication system and the LTE
communication system at the same time by using a func-
tion such as LTE-NR dual connectivity.
[0052] According to some embodiments, connection
between the UE 101 and the eNodeB 102 and gNodeB
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103 may be referred to as an RAN, and the eNodeB 102
and the gNodeB 103 may be connected with the CNs
120 and 130 and may connect to a data network (e.g., a
data server, Internet, etc.) through data processing of
entities in the CNs 120 and 130.
[0053] According to some embodiments, in an LTE or
NR communication system, all user traffic is served
through a shared channel, requiring a device that collects
state information of the UE 101, such as a buffer state,
an available transmission power state, a channel state,
etc., and performs scheduling, in which the eNodeB 102
or the gNodeB 1a103 may be responsible for these func-
tions. One eNodeB 102 or gNodeB 1a103 may generally
control multiple cells, and may apply a radio access tech-
nique or a beamforming technique for orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM). The eNodeB 102
or gNodeB 1a103 may also apply an adaptive modulation
& coding (AMC) in which a modulation scheme and a
channel coding rate are determined based on a channel
state.
[0054] According to some embodiments, the CN 120
or 130 may enable transmission and reception of traffic
by establishing and managing a session with an external
network. For example, various entities in the CN 120 or
130 may perform various operations to allow the UE 101
to communicate with an external network, such as sup-
porting mobility of the UE 101, establishing a session,
setting a quality of service (QoS), etc. Entities included
in the CN 120 or 130 will be described in detail with ref-
erence to FIGS. 2 and 3.
[0055] FIG. 2 illustrates an architecture of a RAN and
an EPC in an LTE communication system 200, according
to some embodiments.
[0056] The LTE communication system 200 is not lim-
ited to an example illustrated in FIG. 2, and may include
entities that are more or less than those shown in FIG. 2.
[0057] According to some embodiments, the UE 101
may include various devices capable of using a commu-
nication system as described above, and may include a
module capable of authenticating and identifying a sub-
scriber of a communication system.
[0058] According to some embodiments, the eNodeB
102 may provide wireless connection between the UE
101 and the CN, and collect state information of the UE
101, such as a buffer state, an available transmission
power state, a channel state, etc., and perform schedul-
ing as described above.
[0059] According to some embodiments, connection
between the UE 101 and the eNodeB 102 may be re-
ferred to as an RAN, and the other part (e.g., a serving
gateway (S-GW), a packet data network (PDN)-gateway
(P-GW), etc.,) except for connection between the UE 101
and the eNodeB 102 may be referred to as a CN. As
described above, the CN of the LTE communication sys-
tem may be referred to as an EPC.
[0060] According to some embodiments, an S-GW 201
may be an entity that forwards data (or a data packet)
and may be a user plane entity. The S-GW 201 may be

a reference point (i.e., an anchor point) in a handover
with the eNodeB 102 or another communication network.
The S-GW 201 may be intuitively construed from a name
thereof by those of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will
not be described in detail.
[0061] According to some embodiments, a P-GW 202
may be an entity that provides connectivity between the
UE 101 and a PDN 203 that is an external network. For
example, the P-GW 202 may assign an Internet protocol
(IP) address to the UE 101, may be a reference point in
a handover with the S-GW 201, and may apply a QoS
control policy and check a usage volume for charging.
The P-GW 202 may be intuitively construed from a name
thereof by those of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will
not be described in detail.
[0062] According to some embodiments, the S-GW
201 and the P-GW 202 may be functionally classified as
a GW-C (GW CP) and a GW-U (GW UP), in which the
GW-C may be a control plane entity and the GW-U may
be a user plane entity.
[0063] According to some embodiments, the PDN 203
may mean an external network such as an Internet net-
work, an external server, etc.
[0064] According to some embodiments, a mobility
management entity (MME) 204 may authenticate the UE
101, manage a session such as a bearer, and a connec-
tivity state of the UE 101. The MME 204 may be intuitively
construed from a name thereof by those of ordinary skill
in the art, and thus will not be described in detail.
[0065] According to some embodiments, a home sub-
scriber server (HSS) 205 may be an entity including in-
formation for authenticating the UE 101, and may store
QoS level information (e.g., priority information, informa-
tion about an available bandwidth, etc.). The HSS 205
may be intuitively construed from a name thereof by those
of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will not be described
in detail.
[0066] Although not shown in FIG. 2, an EPC, which
is a CN of an LTE communication system, may further
include an entity such as a policy and charging rule func-
tion (PCRF), a subscriber profile repository (SPR), an
online charging system (OCS), or an offline charging sys-
tem (OFCS). The PCRF (not shown) may be an entity
that determines a charging policy and a QoS policy to be
applied to the UE 101, and the SPR (not shown) may be
an entity that stores the charging policy and the QoS
policy determined by the PCRF. The OCS (not shown)
and the OFCS (not shown) may be entities that manage
the usage volume and charging. Entities included in a
CN may be intuitively construed from names thereof by
those of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will not be de-
scribed in detail.
[0067] According to some embodiments, each entity
may perform communication by using a specific inter-
face. For example, communication may be performed
between the eNodeBs 102 using an X2 interface, and
between the eNodeB 102 and the S-GW 201 using an
S1 interface. Other entities may also perform communi-
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cation using a specific interface. An interface for commu-
nication between entities may be obvious to those of or-
dinary skill in the art and thus will not be described in
detail.
[0068] FIG. 3 illustrates an architecture of a RAN and
a CN of a 5G communication system 300, according to
some embodiments.
[0069] The 5G communication system 300 is not lim-
ited to an example illustrated in FIG. 3, and may include
entities that are more or less than those shown in FIG.
3. In FIG. 3, the communication system may be illustrated
as including entities distinguished based on network
functions.
[0070] The UE 101 may correspond to the foregoing
description and thus will not be described in detail.
[0071] According to some embodiments, the gNodeB
103 may correspond to the eNodeB 102 of the LTE com-
munication system. The gNodeB 103 employing a 5G
communication scheme may be a base station using a
wireless communication technique that is the same as
or different from LTE, and may provide a faster and more
efficient service to a UE than that of the eNodeB 102. In
the present specification, the base station may include
both an eNodeB and a gNodeB.
[0072] According to some embodiments, the base sta-
tion may be classified as a user plane entity or a control
plane entity, based on a signal to be processed. The user
plane entity of the base station may be referred to as a
radio access network user plane (RAN UP), and the con-
trol plane entity of the base station may be referred to as
a RAN CP.
[0073] According to some embodiments, a UPF 301
may be an entity that forwards user data, and may be a
user plane entity.
[0074] According to some embodiments, an SMF 302
may be an entity that manages a session, and when the
UE 101 has several sessions, to each of which the SMF
302 may be assigned to allow the UE 101 to be connected
with at least one SMF 302. An AMF 304 may be an entity
that manages access and mobility of the UE 101, in which
the UE 101 may be connected with one AMF 304.
[0075] According to some embodiments, one AMF 304
may manage a plurality of SMFs 203 and one SMF 302
may manage a plurality of UPFs 301.According to some
embodiments, the SMF 302 and the AMF 304 may control
plane entities, and the UPF 301 and the SMF 302 may
correspond to the GW-U and the GW-C described above
with reference to FIG. 2.
[0076] According to some embodiments, a data net-
work (DN) 303 may mean a data network, and may have
a concept corresponding to the PDN of FIG. 2. The DN
303 may deliver a packet data unit (PDU) to be transmit-
ted to the UE 101 to the UPF 301 and receive a PDU
transmitted by the UE 101 through the UPF 301. The DN
303 may be a local network or a central network.
[0077] According to some embodiments, a policy con-
trol function (PCF) 305 may be an entity that determines
a policy related to charging. An application function (AF)

306 may be an entity that provides information about a
packet flow for guaranteeing a QoS.
[0078] According to some embodiments, an authenti-
cation server function (AUSF) 307 may be an entity that
stores information for authentication of the UE 101, and
unified data management (UDM) 308 may be an entity
that stores information about a user. Entities included in
a 5G CN may be intuitively construed from names thereof
by those of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will not be
described in detail.
[0079] According to some embodiments, each entity
may perform communication by using a specific inter-
face. For example, communication may be performed
between the gNodeB 103 and the UPF 301 using an NG3
interface, and between the UPF 301 and the SMF 302
using an NG4 interface. Other entities may also perform
communication using a specific interface. This would be
obvious to those of ordinary skill in the art, and thus will
not be described in detail.
[0080] According to some embodiments, when a UE
has low mobility or desires to access a local server, roles
of the entities shown in FIGS. 1 through 3 may be reduced
largely. For example, when the terminal has low mobility
or desires to access a local server, a role of at least one
of the UPF 301 or the AMF 304 may be reduced. Thus,
a more optimized structure may be required while com-
plying with standard structure and function for efficient
use of a CN.
[0081] FIG. 4 illustrates a system for describing a meth-
od for establishing a session through a UPF, according
to some embodiments.
[0082] Referring to FIG. 4, in a system 400 of FIG. 4,
only some components of the 5G communication system
300 of FIG. 3 are illustrated, and the gNodeB 103 of FIG.
3 is shown as two entities: a user plane entity, an RAN
UP 401 and a control plane entity, an RAN CP 402, and
each connection node is indicated by a name of an in-
terface used for communication between entities (e.g.,
N2, N3, N4, N6, N11, X3, etc.).
[0083] According to some embodiments, the RAN UP
401 and the RAN CP 402 may be referred to as a base
station 410, and according to some embodiments, the
UPF 301, the SMF 302, and the AMF 304 may be referred
to as a CN 420, without being limited to these examples.
[0084] According to some embodiments, in the CN 420
shown in FIG. 4, entities that need to be described for a
description of the present disclosure are shown, and it
would be obvious to those of ordinary skill in the art that
the CN 420 may include additional entities or less entities
as described above.
[0085] According to some embodiments, the UE 101
may request the RAN CP 402 to establish a session for
accessing the DN 303. The RAN CP 402 may receive a
session establishment request and deliver information
for establishing a session to the AMF 304 through an N2
interface.
[0086] According to some embodiments, the AMF 304
may select the SMF 302 for requested session establish-
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ment and management. That is, the AMF 304 may select
one SMF 302 that is to process session establishment
and management from among the plurality of SMFs 302.
The AMF 304 may provide information about the session
establishment request to the selected SMF 302.
[0087] According to some embodiments, the SMF 302
may select the UPF 301 that is to establish a session,
based on the information about the session establish-
ment request, obtained from the AMF 304. That is, the
SMF 302 may also select one UPF 301 that is to establish
a session from among the plurality of UPFs 301. The
UPF 301 may determine a module that is to establish a
session.
[0088] According to some embodiments, when the
UPF 301 establishes a session between the UE 101 and
the DN 303, the UE 101 may transmit and receive data
to and from the DN 303 through the established session.
The UPF 301 may forward user data received through
the RAN UP 401 to the DN 303.
[0089] According to some embodiments, when the UE
desires to access a local network, the CN 420 may deliver
information about the local network to the UE 101 based
on a current location of the UE 101 to reduce a delay
between DNs and guarantee a QoS, such that the UPF
301 that falls within a specific range from or is closest to
the local network may be selected.
[0090] In other words, when the UE accesses a local
network or has low mobility, it may be preferable in terms
of service providing that the UPF 301 is located in a lo-
cation close to the RAN UP 401 or in the same data center
as the RAN UP 401, and especially the present disclosure
provides a method for establishing a session using an
integrated user plane entity in which the UPF 301 and
the RAN UP 401 are integrated into one to further improve
communication efficiency. A method for establishing a
session by using an integrated user plane entity will be
described in detail with reference to FIG. 5.
[0091] FIG. 5 illustrates a system for describing a meth-
od for establishing a session with a local network through
an integrated user plane entity, according to some em-
bodiments.
[0092] Referring to FIG. 5, in a system 500 of FIG. 5,
an integrated user plane (UP) entity 501 is shown in place
of the UPF 301 and the RAN UP 401 of FIG. 4. While the
integrated UP entity 501 is illustrated as being included
in a base station 510 in FIG. 5, the present disclosure is
not limited to the example, and it would be obvious to
those of ordinary skill in the art that the integrated UP
entity 501 exists separately from the base station 510.
[0093] As described above, the RAN CP 402 may re-
ceive the session establishment request from the UE
101. When the UE 101 requests session establishment
with a local network 502, the UE 101 may perform com-
munication with the local network 502 by using the inte-
grated UP entity 501. According to some embodiments,
the local network 502 of FIG. 5, a network that is different
from a central network, the DN 303 of FIG. 4, may be
capable of performing communication without passing

through an entity of a CN 520.
[0094] According to some embodiments, the AMF 304
may select the SMF 302 for requested session establish-
ment and management. To establish a session through
the integrated UP entity 501, the AMF 304 may have to
select the SMF 302 that manages the integrated UP entity
501 from among the plurality of SMFs 302. The SMF 302
may also have to select the integrated UP entity 501 as
a user plane entity for establishing a session.
[0095] To select a session through the integrated UP
entity 501, both the RAN CP 402 and the SMF 302 need
to select the integrated UP entity 501. That is, as the
integrated UP entity 501 performs operations of two types
of entities of the RAN UP 401 and the UPF 301, the RAN
CP 402 and the SMF 302 need to select the integrated
UP entity 501 as a user plane entity for establishing a
session, instead of selecting the RAN UP 401 and the
UPF 301.
[0096] Hereinbelow, a detailed description will be
made of a method for selecting the integrated UP entity
501 and a method for establishing a session in a base
station including the RAN CP 402 and the CN including
the SMF 302.
[0097] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method for establishing
a session with a local network of an SMF, according to
some embodiments.
[0098] In operation 620, the SMF may obtain a request
for using an integrated mode in which a user plane entity
of a base station uses an integrated UP entity that per-
forms an operation of a UPF together, when the SMF
establishes a session between a local network and a UE.
[0099] The base station may provide identification in-
formation of the integrated UP entity to the AMF such
that the SMF may select the integrated UP. The AMF
may select the SMF that manages the integrated UP en-
tity, based on the identification information of the inte-
grated UP entity. The AMF may transmit the request for
using the integrated mode to the selected SMF.
[0100] According to some embodiments, the request
for using the integrated mode may include at least one
of identification information of an integrated UP entity or
a session establishment request between a local network
and a UE. In other words, a message regarding the re-
quest for using the integrated mode may further include
not only information about the request for using the inte-
grated mode for performing communication with the local
network through the integrated UP entity, but also at least
one of the identification information of the integrated UP
entity or the information about the session establishment
request with the local network of the UE. In the informa-
tion about the session establishment request, the iden-
tification information of the integrated UP entity may be
included.
[0101] According to some embodiments, the identifi-
cation information of the integrated UP entity may be an
IP address. According to some embodiments, the iden-
tification information of the integrated UP entity may be
an IP address of a local gateway (L-GW) or information
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of a local area data network (LADN).
[0102] In operation 640, the SMF may determine
based on user information of the UE whether to accept
use of an integrated mode.
[0103] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
obtain the user information from the UDM. The SMF may
determine based on the user information whether the UE
has an authority to access the local network. Alternative-
ly, the SMF may determine based on the user information
whether the UE has an authority to be provided with a
specific service by accessing the local network.
[0104] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
not accept the request for using the integrated mode,
when a terminal having no authority to access the local
network requests use of the integrated mode. That is,
the SMF may reject the request for using the integrated
mode.
[0105] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
not accept the request for using the integrated mode,
when a terminal having no authority to access the local
network requests use of the integrated mode. That is,
the SMF may reject the request for using the integrated
mode. When there is no integrated UP entity managed
by the SMF, the SMF may reject the request for using
the integrated mode.
[0106] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
accept the request for using the integrated mode, when
a terminal having no authority to access the local network
requests use of the integrated mode. When the SMF ac-
cepts the request for using the integrated mode, the SMF
may select the integrated UP entity as a user plane entity
in which the session is to be established, as in operation
660. The SMF may select the integrated UP entity, based
on the identification information of the integrated UP en-
tity, received from the AMF.
[0107] In operation 660, the SMF may select the inte-
grated UP entity as the user plane entity in which the
session is to be established, based on a result of the
determination.
[0108] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
select the integrated UP entity based on at least one of
a name of the local network, the identification information
of the integrated UP entity, the identification information
of the integrated UP entity, or location information (e.g.,
a tracking area (TA)) of the UE.
[0109] According to some embodiments, there may be
several user plane entities (e.g., an UPF) managed by
one SMF and several integrated user plane entities man-
aged by one SMF, such that the SMF may select an in-
tegrated UP entity based on a DN name or an access
point (AP) name, an address of the integrated UP entity,
and the location information of the UE.
[0110] In operation 680, the SMF may transmit a ses-
sion establishment request to the selected integrated UP
entity.
[0111] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
request establishment of a session between the UE and
the local network from the selected integrated UP entity

in operation 670. The integrated UP entity may generate
a session upon receipt of the session establishment re-
quest from the SMF.
[0112] When the integrated UP entity establishes the
session, the integrated UP entity may transmit informa-
tion about the established session to the SMF. The in-
formation about the established session may include re-
source allocation information. The resource allocation in-
formation, which is information about a resource allocat-
ed by the integrated UP entity to establish the session,
may include, but not limited to, at least one of a tunnel
endpoint identifier (TEID) or information (e.g., module
address information, module identification information,
etc.) about a session-created module among modules
included in the integrated UP entity.
[0113] The SMF having received the resource alloca-
tion information from the integrated UP entity may pro-
vide the resource allocation information to the AMF. The
AMF may provide the resource allocation information re-
ceived from the SMF to the base station that may create
a radio bearer for transmitting and receiving a session
between the UE and the local network in a module in the
integrated UP entity in which the session is established.
[0114] FIG. 7 is a detailed flowchart of a method for
establishing a session with a local network of an SMF,
according to some embodiments.
[0115] In operation 720, the SMF may obtain a request
for using an integrated mode in which a user plane entity
of a base station uses an integrated UP entity that per-
forms an operation of a UPF together, when the SMF
establishes a session between a local network and a UE.
This may correspond to the description made with refer-
ence to FIG. 6 and thus will not be described in detail.
[0116] In operation 740, the SMF may determine
whether the use of the integrated mode is possible.
[0117] As described above with reference to FIG. 6,
the SMF may determine based on user information
whether the use of the integrated mode is possible. Ac-
cording to some embodiments, the SMF may determine
based on address information of the local network wheth-
er the use of the integrated mode is possible, and based
on identification information of the integrated UP entity
whether the use of the integrated mode is possible. For
example, when there is no integrated UP entity managed
by the SMF, the use of the integrated mode may not be
possible.
[0118] The SMF may determine based on a location
of the UE or mobility of the UE whether the use of the
integrated mode is possible. When the location of the UE
is changed more frequently than a certain number of
times during a certain period (i.e., the mobility of the UE
is greater than a certain value), the SMF may reject the
request for using the integrated mode received from the
UE.
[0119] When the SMF determines that the use of the
integrated mode is possible, the SMF may select an in-
tegrated user entity in operation 750. This may corre-
spond to the foregoing description and thus will not be
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described in detail.
[0120] When the SMF determines that the use of the
integrated mode is not possible, the SMF may select an
UPF in operation 760.
[0121] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
select the UPF to control a session to be established
through a CN. As described above with reference to FIG.
4, the SMF may select one of the plurality of UPFs to
control the UPF to establish a session, and the UE may
transmit data to the UPF that may forward the data to the
DN.
[0122] In operation 780, the SMF may transmit a ses-
sion establishment request to the selected entity. That
is, the SMF may transmit the session establishment re-
quest to the UPF or the integrated UP entity based on a
result of the determination of whether the use of the in-
tegrated mode is possible, and the entity having received
the request may establish the session.
[0123] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method for establishing
a session with a local network of a base station, according
to some embodiments.
[0124] In operation 820, the base station may receive
the session establishment request for communication
with the local network from the UE.
[0125] According to some embodiments, a session for
communication with the local network may be a session
using an LADN or a session using an L-GW.
[0126] According to some embodiments, the session
establishment request may include any operation for es-
tablishing a session. For example, the session establish-
ment request may include, but not limited to, at least one
of initial access operations such as an operation, per-
formed by the UE, of obtaining an international mobile
subscriber identity (IMSI) including a process such as
EPS connection management (ECM) connection estab-
lishment from the base station, a subscriber authentica-
tion operation, a non-access stratum (NAS) security key
configuration operation, or a location registration opera-
tion.
[0127] In operation 840, the base station may deter-
mine based on the session establishment request wheth-
er the user plane entity of the base station is an integrated
UP entity that performs an operation of the UPF together.
[0128] According to some embodiments, the base sta-
tion may determine whether the user plane (i.e., the RAN
UP) included in the base station is the integrated UP en-
tity including a function of the UPF. Alternatively, even
when the base station is not a user plane included therein,
the base station may determine whether a user plane for
establishing a session for communication with the local
network is the integrated UP entity including the function
of the UPF.
[0129] In operation 860, the base station may transmit
the request for using the integrated mode in which the
integrated UP entity is used, in session establishment,
based on the determination.
[0130] According to some embodiments, when a ses-
sion requested by the UE to be established is a session

for communication with the local network and the user
plane entity of the base station is the integrated UP entity,
the base station may transmit the request for using the
integrated mode, to the AMF.
[0131] According to some embodiments, the request
for using the integrated mode may include at least one
of identification information of an integrated UP entity or
a session establishment request between the local net-
work and the UE.
[0132] According to some embodiments, the base sta-
tion may transmit the identification information of the in-
tegrated UP entity such that the core network may select
the user plane entity of the base station instead of the
UPF as the user plane entity for establishing a session.
[0133] According to some embodiments, when a ses-
sion requested by the UE to be established is not a ses-
sion for communication with the local network and the
user plane entity of the base station is not the integrated
UP entity, the base station may transmit the session es-
tablishment request, instead of the request for using the
integrated mode, to the AMF.
[0134] In operation 880, the base station may establish
the session for communication with the local network
through the integrated UP entity determined according
to selection of the SMF having received the request for
using the integrated mode from the AMF.
[0135] According to some embodiments, the AMF may
receive the request for using the integrated mode from
the base station. The AMF may select the SMF based
on the identification information of the integrated UP en-
tity included in the request for using the integrated mode.
According to some embodiments, the AMF may select
the SMF that manages the integrated UP entity. The AMF
may transmit the request for using the integrated mode
to the selected SMF. The SMF may obtain the request
for using the integrated mode from the local network and
the AMF.
[0136] The base station may provide identification in-
formation of the integrated UP entity to the AMF such
that the SMF may select the integrated UP entity. The
AMF may select the SMF that manages the integrated
UP entity, based on the identification information of the
integrated UP entity. The AMF may transmit the request
for using the integrated mode to the selected SMF.
[0137] The SMF may determine based on user infor-
mation of the UE whether to accept use of an integrated
mode. According to some embodiments, the SMF may
obtain user information from the UDM and determine
based on the user information whether the UE has an
authority to access the local network. Alternatively, the
SMF may determine based on the user information
whether the UE has an authority to be provided with a
specific service by accessing the local network.
[0138] When the SMF accepts the request for using
the integrated mode, the SMF may select the integrated
UP entity as a user plane entity in which the session is
to be established. The SMF may select the integrated
UP entity, based on the identification information of the
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integrated UP entity, received from the AMF.
[0139] According to some embodiments, the SMF may
select the integrated UP entity based on at least one of
a name of the local network, the identification information
of the integrated UP entity, or a TA of the UE.
[0140] According to some embodiments, there may be
several user plane entities (e.g., an UPF) managed by
one SMF and several integrated user plane entities man-
aged by one SMF, such that the SMF may select an in-
tegrated UP entity based on a DN name or an AP name,
an address of the integrated UP entity, and the location
information of the UE.
[0141] The SMF may transmit a session establishment
request to the selected integrated UP entity. That is, the
base station may receive the session establishment re-
quest from the SMF and may establish a session for com-
munication with the local network through the integrated
UP entity determined by the SMF.
[0142] When the base station establishes the session,
the integrated UP entity may transmit information about
the established session to the SMF. The information
about the established session may include resource al-
location information. The SMF having received the re-
source allocation information from the integrated UP en-
tity may provide the resource allocation information to
the AMF. The AMF may provide the resource allocation
information received from the SMF to the base station
that may create a radio bearer for transmitting and re-
ceiving a session between the UE and the local network
in a module in the integrated UP entity in which the ses-
sion is established.
[0143] FIG. 9 is a detailed flowchart of a method for
establishing a session with a local network of a base sta-
tion, according to some embodiments.
[0144] In operation 920, the base station may obtain a
request for using an integrated mode in which a user
plane entity of a base station uses an integrated UP entity
that performs an operation of a UPF together, when the
SMF establishes a session between a local network and
a UE. This may correspond to the description made with
reference to FIG. 8 and thus will not be described in detail.
[0145] In operation 940, the base station may deter-
mine whether session establishment with the local net-
work is requested.
[0146] According to some embodiments, the base sta-
tion may determine whether the UE establishes the ses-
sion for accessing the local server. According to some
embodiments, the base station may determine whether
a server the UE desires to access is, as a local server,
a server for providing a service provided by a communi-
cation operator. According to some embodiments, the
base station may determine whether the server the UE
desires to access is, as a local server, a server that is
accessible without through the CN.
[0147] In operation 950, the base station may deter-
mine whether the integrated mode is supported.
[0148] According to some embodiments, the base sta-
tion may determine whether the user plane included in

the base station includes a function of the UPF. Alterna-
tively, the base station may determine whether the user
plane entity that establishes a session for accessing the
local server is the user plane entity including the function
of the UPF.
[0149] In operation 960, the base station may transmit
the request for using the integrated mode.
[0150] When the UE requests establishment of the
session with the local network and supports the integrat-
ed mode, the UE may transmit the request for using the
integrated mode to the AMF.
[0151] That is, the UE may transmit the request for
using the integrated mode, including the identification in-
formation of the integrated UP entity to establish the ses-
sion by using the integrated UP entity so as to access
the local network without through the UPF or the CN by
establishing the session through the integrated UP entity.
[0152] In operation 970, the base station may transmit
the session establishment request.
[0153] When the UE does not request establishment
of the session with the local network and does not support
the integrated mode, the UE may transmit the session
establishment request to the AMF. The session estab-
lishment request may not include the identification infor-
mation of the integrated UP entity.
[0154] FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate flows for describing
a method for establishing a session with a local network
by using an integrated user plane entity, according to
some embodiments.
[0155] FIG. 10 is a flowchart for establishing a session
between the UE 101 and the local network through the
integrated UP entity 501. The RAN CP 402 and the inte-
grated UP entity 501 may be distinguishment of the base
station as the user plane and the control plane.
[0156] In operation 1002, the UE 101 may transmit the
session establishment request to the RAN CP 402. As
described above, the session establishment request may
include various operations for session establishment. For
example, the session establishment request may include
an operation of obtaining IMSI, an authentication opera-
tion, etc., without being limited thereto.
[0157] In operation 1004, the RAN CP 402 may deter-
mine the request for using the integrated mode. As de-
scribed above, the RAN CP 402 may determine whether
the UE 101 requests establishment of the session for
communication with the local server, and the RAN UP is
the integrated UP entity 501.
[0158] In operation 1006, the RAN CP 402 may provide
identification information of the integrated UP entity 501
to the AMF 304. According to some embodiments, the
RAN CP 402 may provide identification information of
the integrated UP entity 501, together with the request
for using the integrated mode, to the AMF 304.
[0159] In operation 1008, the AMF 304 may select the
SMF 302. According to some embodiments, the AMF
304 may select the SMF 302 that manages the integrated
UP entity 501.
[0160] In operation 1010, the AMF 304 may transmit
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the identification information of the integrated UP entity
501 and the session establishment request to the SMF
302 selected in operation 1008.
[0161] In operation 1012, the SMF 302 may obtain user
information from the UDM 308. According to some em-
bodiments, the user information may include user sub-
scription data such as a charging policy of a user, QoS
information, etc.
[0162] In operation 1014, the SMF 302 may determine
whether to use the integrated mode. As described above,
the SMF 302 may determine whether to use the integrat-
ed mode, based on the user information obtained from
the UDM 308.
[0163] In operation 1016, the SMF 302 may select the
integrated UP entity 501. When the SMF 302 determines
to use the integrated mode, the SMF 302 may select the
integrated UP entity 501 as the user plane entity for es-
tablishing the session, based on the identification infor-
mation of the integrated UP entity 501.
[0164] In operation 1018, the SMF 302 may request
session establishment. According to some embodi-
ments, the SMF 302 may request session establishment
from the selected integrated UP entity 501.
[0165] In operation 1020, the integrated UP entity 501
may provide resource allocation information to the SMF
302. According to some embodiments, the integrated UP
entity 501 may establish the session and provide re-
source allocation information regarding the established
session to the SMF 302. The resource allocation infor-
mation may correspond to the foregoing description and
thus will not be described in detail.
[0166] In operation 1022, the SMF 302 may provide
the resource allocation information to the AMF 304.
[0167] In operation 1024, the AMF 304 may provide
the resource allocation information to the RAN CP 402.
[0168] In operation 1026, the RAN CP 402 may gen-
erate a data radio bearer (DRB). According to some em-
bodiments, the RAN CP 402 may generate the DRB for
a module of the integrated UP entity 501 in which the
session is established, based on the resource allocation
information.
[0169] In the related art, an UPF needs to be passed
through for an access to a local network, requiring gen-
eral packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol
(GTP) - user plane (GTP-U) encapsulation. However,
when the integrated UP entity 501 is used, the UPF does
not need to be used to access the local network, skipping
GTP-U encapsulation and thus reducing a delay and dis-
persing traffic.
[0170] According to some embodiments, a method for
establishing a session for communication with a local net-
work by using the integrated UP entity 501 may be per-
formed using a message for Selected IP Traffic Offload
@ Local Network (SIPTO@LN) of LTE or a message
used to establish a local area data network (LADN) ses-
sion of 5G. FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example
of a message transmitted and received between entities.
[0171] In operation 1102, the UE 101 may transmit a

packet data unit (PDU) session establishment message
or a message for attach. According to some embodi-
ments, the PDU session establishment message or the
message for attach may be a message for requesting
establishment of the session for communication with the
local network, and may include messages including other
operations for session establishment.
[0172] In operation 1004, the RAN CP 402 may deter-
mine the request for using the integrated mode. This may
correspond to the foregoing description and thus will not
be described in detail.
[0173] In operation 1106, the RAN CP 402 may trans-
mit an initial UE message to the AMF 304. According to
some embodiments, the initial UE message may be a
message for attach of the UE. The initial UE message
may include at least one of the request for using the in-
tegrated mode or the integrated UP entity identification
information.
[0174] In operation 1107, the AMF 304 may obtain user
information from the UDM 308 through subscription re-
trieval.
[0175] In operation 1108, the AMF 304 may select the
SMF 302. This may correspond to the foregoing descrip-
tion and thus will not be described in detail.
[0176] In operation 1110, the AMF 304 may transmit
a create session request to the SMF 302. According to
some embodiments, the create session request may in-
clude at least one of the identification information of the
integrated UP entity 501 or the session establishment
request.
[0177] In operation 1112, the SMF 302 may obtain the
user information from the UDM 308 through subscription
retrieval.
[0178] In operation 1114, the SMF 302 may determine
whether to use the integrated mode.
[0179] In operation 1116, the SMF 302 may select the
integrated UP entity 501. Operations 1114 and 1116 may
correspond to the foregoing description and thus will not
be described in detail.
[0180] In operation 1118, the SMF 302 may transmit
an N4 session establishment/modification request to the
integrated UP entity 501. According to some embodi-
ments, the N4 session establishment/modification re-
quest may include the session establishment request.
[0181] In operation 1120, the integrated UP entity 501
may transmit an N4 session establishment/modification
response to the SMF 302.
[0182] According to some embodiments, the N4 ses-
sion establishment/modification response may include
resource allocation information regarding the established
session. The resource allocation information may corre-
spond to the foregoing description and thus will not be
described in detail.
[0183] In operation 1122, the SMF 302 may transmit
a create session response to the AMF 304. According to
some embodiments, the create session response may
include resource allocation information.
[0184] In operation 1124, the AMF 304 may transmit
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an N2 PDU session request to the RAN CP 402. Accord-
ing to some embodiments, the N2 PDU session request
may include resource allocation information.
[0185] In operation 1126, the RAN CP 402 may gen-
erate a DRB. This may correspond to the foregoing de-
scription and thus will not be described in detail.
[0186] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an entity 1200
included in a wireless communication system, according
to some embodiments.
[0187] Referring to FIG. 12, the above-described enti-
ties may include a transceiver 1210, a memory 1220, and
a processor 1230. That is, all entities of 4G and 5G com-
munication systems described with reference to FIGS. 2
and 3, including the user plane entity and the control
plane entity of the base station and the entities of the CN
according to the present disclosure may include compo-
nents of FIG. 12. However, the entities are not limited to
the above-described example, and the entity 1200 may
include components that are more or less than those il-
lustrated in FIG. 12.
[0188] According to some embodiments, the compo-
nents of the entity 1200, i.e., the transceiver 1210, the
memory 1220, and the processor 1230 may be imple-
mented in the form of a single chip or card.
[0189] According to some embodiments, the transceiv-
er 1210 may transmit and receive traffic. The transceiver
1210 may also perform communication with a UE, a base
station, or other entities, without being limited to the
above-described example.
[0190] When the entity 1200 of FIG. 12 is an SMF, the
transceiver 1210 may obtain a request for using an inte-
grated mode in which an integrated UP entity is used,
and transmit a session establishment request to a se-
lected integrated UP entity, in establishment of a session
between the local network and the UE. The transceiver
1210 may also receive the request for using the integrat-
ed mode from an AMF having received the request for
using the integrated mode from the base station. The
transceiver 1210 may receive resource allocation infor-
mation regarding the established session from the inte-
grated UP entity and provide the resource allocation in-
formation to the AMF upon receipt of the resource allo-
cation information from the integrated UP entity.
[0191] When the entity 1200 of FIG. 12 is the base
station, the transceiver 1210 may receive the session
establishment request for communication with the local
network from the UE and transmit the request for using
the integrated mode in which the integrated UP entity is
used, to the AMF in session establishment. The trans-
ceiver 1210 may also transmit the resource allocation
information regarding the established session to the
SMF.
[0192] According to some embodiments, the memory
1220 may store instructions or a program used to control
the processor 1230 and the transceiver 1210. The mem-
ory 1220 may also include a database.
[0193] According to some embodiments, the memory
1220 may include a storage medium of at least one type

of a flash memory type, a hard disk type, a multimedia
card micro type, a card type memory (e.g., a secure digital
(SD) or extreme digital (XD) memory, etc.), a random
access memory (RAM), a static random access memory
(SRAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM),
a programmable read-only memory (PROM), a magnetic
memory, a magnetic disk, an optical disk, and so forth.
[0194] According to some embodiments, the proces-
sor 1230 may generally control an overall operation of
the entity 1200. For example, the processor 1230 may
control the components included in the entity 1200 over-
all, by executing the program stored in the entity 1200.
[0195] When the entity 1200 of FIG. 12 is an SMF, the
processor 1230 may determine whether to accept use of
the integrated mode based on the user information of the
UE, and select the integrated UP entity as the user plane
entity in which the session is to be established, based on
a result of the determination. The processor 1230 may
select the integrated UP entity based on at least one of
a name of a local network, identification information of
the integrated UP entity, or a TA of the UE.
[0196] When the entity 1200 of FIG. 12 is a base sta-
tion, the processor 1230 may determine based on the
session establishment request whether the user plane
entity of the base station is the integrated UP entity per-
forming the operation of the UPF together, and establish
a session for communication with the local network
through the integrated UP entity determined according
to selection of the SMF having received the request for
using the integrated mode from the AMF. The processor
1230 may also generate a radio bearer that transmits
and receives the session for communication between the
UE and the local network in the module of the integrated
UP entity in which the session is established.
[0197] Operations performed by the components of the
entity 1200 to establish the session with the local network
may correspond to the foregoing description and thus
will not be described in detail. Other entities may also
operate for execution of the above-described method by
each component.
[0198] An apparatus according to the present disclo-
sure may a processor, a memory for storing program
data and executing it, a permanent storage such as a
disk drive, a communications port for communicating with
external devices, and user interface devices, such as a
touch panel, a key, a button, etc. Methods implemented
with a software module or algorithm may be stored as
computer-readable codes or program commands exe-
cutable on the processor on computer-readable record-
ing media. Examples of the computer-readable recording
medium include magnetic storage media (e.g., read-only
memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), floppy
disks, and hard disks) and optical recording media (e.g.,
compact disc-ROM (CD-ROM) and digital versatile discs
(DVDs)). The computer-readable recording medium may
also be distributed over network coupled computer sys-
tems so that a computer-readable code is stored and
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executed in a distributed fashion. The medium may be
read by a computer, stored in a memory, and executed
by a processor.
[0199] All documents cited in the above description,
including published documents, patent applications, and
patents, may be incorporated herein in their entirety by
reference in the same manner as when each cited doc-
ument is separately and specifically incorporated or in-
corporated in its entirety.
[0200] Reference numerals have been used in exem-
plary embodiments illustrated in the attached drawings
to help understanding of the disclosure, and particular
terms have been used to describe the embodiments of
the disclosure, but the disclosure is not limited to the par-
ticular terms, and the disclosure may include any element
that may be generally conceived by those of ordinary skill
in the art.
[0201] The disclosure may be represented by block
components and various process operations. Such func-
tional blocks may be implemented by various numbers
of hardware and/or software components which perform
specific functions. For example, the disclosure may em-
ploy various integrated circuit components, e.g., memory
elements, processing elements, logic elements, look-up
tables, and the like, which may carry out a variety of func-
tions under the control of one or more microprocessors
or other control devices. Similarly, where the elements
of the disclosure are implemented using software pro-
gramming or software elements the disclosure may be
implemented with any programming or scripting lan-
guage such as C, C++, Java, assembler, or the like, with
the various algorithms being implemented with any com-
bination of data structures, objects, processes, routines
or other programming elements. Functional aspects may
be implemented as an algorithm executed in one or more
processors. Furthermore, the disclosure may employ any
number of techniques according to the related art for elec-
tronics configuration, signal processing and/or control,
data processing and the like. The term "mechanism", "el-
ement", "means", or "component" is used broadly and is
not limited to mechanical or physical embodiments of the
disclosure. The term may include a series of routines of
software in conjunction with the processor or the like.
[0202] The particular implementations shown and de-
scribed herein are illustrative examples of the disclosure
and are not intended to otherwise limit the scope of the
disclosure in any way. For the sake of brevity, electronics
according to the related art, control systems, software
development and other functional aspects of the systems
may not be described in detail. Furthermore, the con-
necting lines, or connectors shown in the various figures
presented are intended to represent exemplary function-
al relationships and/or physical or logical couplings be-
tween the various elements. Moreover, no item or com-
ponent is essential to the practice of the disclosure unless
the element is specifically described as "essential" or
"critical".
[0203] In the disclosure (especially, in the claims), the

use of "the" and other demonstratives similar thereto may
correspond to both a singular form and a plural form.
Also, when a range is described in the disclosure, the
range has to be regarded as including inventions adopt-
ing any individual element within the range (unless de-
scribed otherwise), and it has to be regarded as having
written in the detailed description of the disclosure each
individual element included in the range. Unless the order
of operations of a method according to the disclosure is
explicitly mentioned or described otherwise, the opera-
tions may be performed in a proper order. The order of
the operations is not limited to the order the operations
are mentioned. The use of all examples or exemplary
terms (e.g., "etc.,", "and (or) the like", and "and so forth")
is merely intended to describe the disclosure in detail,
and the scope is not necessarily limited by the examples
or exemplary terms unless defined by the claims. Also,
one of ordinary skill in the art may appreciate that the
disclosure may be configured through various modifica-
tions, combinations, and changes according to design
conditions and factors without departing from the spirit
and technical scope of the disclosure and its equivalents.

Claims

1. A method of establishing a session for communica-
tion with a local network in a wireless communication
system, the method comprising:

obtaining a request for using an integrated mode
in which a user plane entity of a base station
uses an integrated user plane entity that per-
forms an operation of a user plane function
(UPF) together, when a session between a local
network and a user equipment (UE) is estab-
lished;
determining, based on user information of the
UE, whether to accept use of the integrated
mode;
selecting the integrated user plane entity as a
user plane entity in which the session is to be
established, based on a result of the determin-
ing; and
transmitting a session establishment request to
the selected integrated user plane entity.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the request for using
the integrated mode comprises at least one of iden-
tification information of the integrated user plane en-
tity or a session establishment request between the
local network and the UE.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the obtaining of the
request for using the integrated mode comprises re-
ceiving the request for using the integrated mode
from an access management function (AMF) having
received the request for using the integrated mode,
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from the base station.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising receiving
resource allocation information regarding the estab-
lished session from the integrated user plane entity.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the transmitting of
the session establishment request to the selected
integrated user plane entity comprises providing the
resource allocation information to the AMF, upon re-
ceiving the resource allocation information from the
integrated user plane entity.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the selecting of the
integrated user plane entity comprises selecting the
integrated user plane entity based on at least one of
a name of the local network, the identification infor-
mation of the integrated user plane entity, or a track-
ing area (TA) of the UE.

7. A method of establishing a session for communica-
tion with a local network in a wireless communication
system, the method comprising:

receiving a session establishment request for
communication with a local network from a user
equipment (UE);
determining, based on the session establish-
ment request, whether a user plane entity of a
base station is an integrated user plane entity
that performs an operation of a user plane func-
tion (UPF) together;
transmitting a request to use an integrated mode
in which the integrated user plane entity is used,
to an access management function (AMF),
based on the determining, when the session is
established; and
establishing the session for communication with
the local network through the integrated user
plane entity determined according to selection
of a session management function (SMF) hav-
ing received the request for using the integrated
mode from the AMF.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the request for using
the integrated mode comprises at least one of iden-
tification information of the integrated user plane en-
tity or a session establishment request between the
local network and the UE.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising generating
a radio bearer in a module of the integrated user
plane entity in which the session is established, the
radio bearer transmitting and receiving the session
for communication between the UE and the local net-
work.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising transmit-

ting resource allocation information regarding the es-
tablished session to the SMF.

11. A session management function (SMF) for establish-
ing a session for communication with a local network
in a wireless communication system, the SMF com-
prising:

a transceiver configured to obtain a request for
using an integrated mode in which a user plane
entity of a base station uses an integrated user
plane entity that performs an operation of a user
plane function (UPF) together, when a session
between a local network and a user equipment
(UE) is established, and to transmit a session
establishment request to a selected integrated
user plane entity; and
a processor configured to determine whether to
accept use of the integrated mode, based on
user information of the UE, and to select the in-
tegrated user plane entity as a user plane entity
in which the session is to be established, based
on a result of the determining.

12. The SMF of claim 11, wherein the request for using
the integrated mode comprises at least one of iden-
tification information of the integrated user plane en-
tity or a session establishment request between the
local network and the UE.

13. The SMF of claim 12, wherein the transceiver is con-
figured to receive the request for using the integrated
mode from an access management function (AMF)
having received the request for using the integrated
mode, from the base station.

14. A base station for establishing a session for commu-
nication with a local network in a wireless communi-
cation system, the base station comprising:

a transceiver configured to receive a session es-
tablishment request for communication with a
local network from a user equipment (UE) and
to transmit a request for using an integrated
mode in which an integrated user plane entity is
used,_to an access management function
(AMF), when the session is established; and
a processor configured to determine, based on
the session establishment request, whether a
user plane entity of a base station is an integrat-
ed user plane entity that performs an operation
of a user plane function (UPF) together, and to
establish the session for communication with the
local network through the integrated user plane
entity determined according to selection of a
session management function (SMF) having re-
ceived the request for using the integrated mode
from the AMF.
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15. A computer-readable recording medium having re-
corded thereon a program for executing the opera-
tion method of any one of claims 1 through 10 on a
computer.
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